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TO: Arts and Scienc es Faculty 
FROM: Tom Lairson 
DATE: February 17, 1991 
SUBJECT: Next Faculty Meeting 
MEMO 
The next meeting of the Arts and Sciences Faculty will be on 
Tuesday February 26 at 12: 3Q in the Galloway Room. Lur1ch ,,,i l L 
be available for $3.00 beginning at 12:00. 
The agenda for the meeting is as follows: 
I. Proposal to eliminate the self-perspective requirement 
in the Holt School (see beJ.owl. 
II. New Travel Policy (see below). 
III. New policy on repeating a course and residency 
requirements (see below). 
IV. Proposal on Governance 
I. The Hc:trnil ton Holt Commit.tee propo ses to discontinue the self -
perspective requirement. This requirement reads as f0llows: 
The objective of this requirement is to provide the 
theoretical structure for a disciplined effort in self 
understanding. 
Rationale 
The Hamilton Holt Committee voted t0 discontinue this 
requirement for the following reasons: 
1. There was considerable, but not unanimous, feeling o n 
the Committee that the heart. of the liberal arts 
education is self-awareness and self-understanding. 
Therefore, this perspective should be, and usually is, 
taught across the entire Holt curriculum and not just i n 
a few specified courses. This is the main rational for 
the committee's recommendation. 
2. Secondarily, this requirement is not offered in a 
coherent and consistent way across the courses which n 0w 
satisfy it. For example, there are no faculty 
development workshops to certify that someone may offer 
a self-perspective course. The requirement is course 
rather then instructor based. 
Problems with developing suitable workshops include: 
a.faculty sentiment that sustaining such workshops is 
becoming increasingly difficult, and developing a new 
Policy on Repeating a course 
A student may repeat a Rollins course in which a grade of "F" 
was received. When a course is repeated, all grades earned will 
be shown on the transcript, but only the latest grade will count 
towards the degree ~nd the computation of the grade point 
average. The course which is repe a ted must be the same course 
as previously taken, and must be repeated on the same basis as 
the original course (for example a course originally taken as a 
conventional course cannot be repeated on an independent basis). 
A student who wishes to repeat a c ourse must complete the 
appropriate form, available at the Registrar's office, no later 
th.;m two weeks after the beginning of the Fall ,)r Spring Term. 
PROPOSED RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT 
Students who enter Rollins as freshmen must spend a minimum of six 
terms and three winter terms in residence at Rollins or in a 
Rollins-affiliated program. Students to transfer to Rollins as 
sophomores must spend a minimum of six terms and three winter 
terms in residence at Rollins or in a Rollins-affiliated program. 
Those who transfer to Rollins as juniors must spend a minimum of 
four terms and two winter terms in residence at Rollins or in 
Rollins-affiliated program. 
This policy will be in effect commencing with students entering 
in the Fall 1991. 
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A motion for the faculty to forestall problems in approving 
the new by-laws in one late-April meeting: 
Whereas the fall term resolutions 0f the faculty regarding 
governance were made in approval of a general direction for the 
task force and individual constituents of the governance system 
were not voted on as separate articles; 
and, 
Whereas the task of approval of the new by-laws in April 
(including now the articles on faculty evaluation) will be quite 
difficult to accomplish without assurance that the basic 
constituents of the new system will remain intact; 
BE IT RESOLVED that the all college faculty meeting scheduled for 
March 12 be devoted to establishing in principle the following 
basic ingredients of the new governance: 
Rcitionale: 
1) the establishment of a Senate 
(article V.1) 
2) the makeup of the Senate - department representatio n 
vs the current proposal (article VI.A.ll 
3) the establishment of the executive committee 
(article V.1) 
4) the definition of the voting members of the faculty 
(article II.3) 
5) the reduction of the st.=1.nding committees to f 0ur 
(articles V.1 and VII) 
6) the exclusion of the Crummer School vs an inclusive 
model for linking the two in governance. 
Passage of this motion will allow one more round of 
consensus building on the major components of the new governance 
system. If the faculty votes to change one of these six elements 
of the new system, we will have six weeks before the April 
meeting to revise the proposed by-laws accordingly. 
The April meeting would then be devoted exclusively to 
entertaining amendments, substantive and editorial, regarding the 
exact nature of these and remaining components. For example, it 
would be possible in April to amend the membership or purview of 
a committee, but not permissible to offer an amendment to do away 
with it. 
Further to expedite the confirmation process, the Steering 
Committee requests that those preparing amendments for the April 
meeting send them in advance to the Governance Task Force if they 
are substantial and to the By-laws Task Force if they are 
editorial. 
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